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JUSTICE BRISTER, dissenting.

The hard thing about granting mandamus relief is knowing when to stop.  This Court has

tried over the years to set mandamus boundaries through various tests, all of which soon generated

exceptions, and most of which were met with objections that the “established” boundaries of

mandamus were being ignored.

Only two years ago, we held in In re Palacios that mandamus review was available for

“orders that deny arbitration, but not orders that compel it.”   We noted that this was a reversal of1

previous practice,  but was necessitated by the Supreme Court’s 2000 opinion in Green Tree2

Financial Corp. v. Randolph, which said that orders compelling arbitration “would not be
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appealable” unless they included final dismissal of the case.   Today the Court comes full circle,3

saying once again that mandamus review of orders compelling arbitration is “proper,” though courts

should be “hesitant” about it.   Apparently, so long as one expresses qualms, Palacios is a dead4

letter.

  Of course, firm rules governing mandamus are made to be broken, as issuance of the writ is

primarily a matter of judgment and prudence.   As the United States Supreme Court said in 2004,5

mandamus is appropriate if a party shows a clear right, no alternative remedy, and that mandamus

is “appropriate under the circumstances.”   This test (especially the last prong) defies precise6

application, but years of judicial effort have failed to produce a better one.  As a result, reasonable

judges will sometimes disagree whether mandamus is “prudent” or “appropriate under the

circumstances,” and sometimes decide differently in one case than the next.  But departing from

Palacios is neither prudent nor appropriate for at least five reasons.  
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First, Congress amended the Federal Arbitration Act in 1988 so that it “permits immediate

appeal of orders hostile to arbitration, . . . but bars appeal of interlocutory orders favorable to

arbitration.”   Texas law is to the same effect.     As the trial court’s order here was favorable to7 8

arbitration, we should defer to the cost-benefit analysis already conducted by the federal and state

legislatures.   We cannot simply substitute mandamus when interlocutory appeal is prohibited9

without running into serious Supremacy Clause problems;  “[f]requent pre-arbitration review would10

inevitably frustrate Congress’s intent to move the parties to an arbitrable dispute out of court and into

arbitration as quickly and easily as possible.”11

Second, the trial court ordered these parties to arbitration five years ago.  Had mandamus

proceedings not intervened, this dispute would have long since been concluded.  Surely the time and

expense incurred arbitrating this case would have been less than that incurred in mandamus review.

And now that mandamus review is concluded, the parties must go to arbitration anyway.  Given our

state’s strong public policy favoring freedom of contract,  claims that a contract is unconscionable12
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are asserted far more often than they are sustained.  After today’s decision, it is hard to see how any

arbitration cannot be stopped in its tracks by alleging unconscionability.

Third, today’s opinion is purely advisory; if an arbitrator ignores it, there is little we can do.

Both federal and state law require courts to enforce an arbitrator’s decision, no matter what it is, with

very few exceptions.   The allowable exceptions concern extrinsic or procedural matters like13

corruption, fraud, or refusing to hear evidence;  they do not include (as the Supreme Court just held)14

disregarding the law, even if a legal error is “manifest.”   What is the benefit of mandamus review15

if the resulting order can be ignored?

Fourth, even if most arbitrators would comply with an appellate court’s mandamus rulings,

issuing them creates a hybrid procedure unknown to the arbitration acts.  As already noted, those

statutes commit matters concerning the law and the merits to the arbitrators and foreclose judicial

review of the details of the result.  This also appears to violate the parties’ agreement in this case,

which authorized the arbitrator to address unconscionability:

Should any term of this Agreement be declared illegal, unenforceable, or
unconscionable, the remaining terms of the Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect.  To the extent possible, both Employee and Company desire that the Arbitrator
modify the term(s) declared to be illegal, unenforceable, or unconscionable in such
a way as to retain the intended meaning of the term(s) as closely as possible.

Telling the arbitrators in advance what legal rulings they should make (as the Court does today) is

an improper way to circumvent these restrictions.
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Fifth and finally, the Court decides an important question in the abstract that the arbitration

may render moot.  The Court concedes that unconscionability of the fee-splitting and discovery-

limiting clauses should be deferred to the arbitrator.  But unconscionability of the remedy-stripping

clause is just as fact-based, and just as speculative until all the facts are arbitrated.  The fairness of

such clauses is not as one-sided as the Court suggests; many employees might actually prefer cash

for lost wages (and no appellate delays) rather than reinstatement or a long shot at punitive damages.

As the Court notes, several courts have held that such “limitations of remedies are permissible.”16

Twice in 2003 the Supreme Court declined to hold that a remedy-stripping arbitration clause violates

the FAA — each time deferring the question until after arbitrators had addressed it.   We should do17

the same here.  

We have never held (as the Court holds repeatedly today) that an arbitration agreement is

invalid unless an employee can “effectively vindicate his statutory rights.”   We did not say so in18

In re Halliburton Co. (as the Court’s citations aver), where that phrase appears only in a

parenthetical describing an opinion by an intermediate appellate court in Michigan, an opinion we

neither approved nor adopted.   Nor does the Court’s judgment comply with this new standard.19
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Despite the remedy limits imposed here, an arbitrator could still award Johnny Luna 50 years of

future lost wages, which would certainly seem to “effectively vindicate his statutory rights.”  Even

more than the fee-splitting or discovery-limiting provisions, it is simply too early to tell whether the

remedy-stripping provisions will be unfair to Luna at all.

Such an important and controversial question should not be decided in such an offhanded and

abstract way.  We should instead wait to see whether the arbitration award makes such a decision

necessary; “if it is not necessary to decide more, it is necessary not to decide more.”20

The Court overlooks all these problems on the ground that mandamus “has been broadly

applied” by federal courts to review orders compelling arbitration.   But the string citations that21

follow do not support that claim.  Of the five cases cited, three predated Green Tree,  and a fourth22

did not involve a trial court order favorable to arbitration.   The single case granting mandamus23

relief from an order favorable to arbitration was by the Ninth Circuit, the court widely recognized

as the “most hostile,”  “far to the left of center,”  and  “renegade” court in the country in24 25
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employment arbitration cases.   Even so, mandamus was granted in that case only because26

arbitrating the single class representative’s case could moot the class action he had brought, wiping

it out without appellate review.   In short, there is no “broad” consensus for doing precisely the27

opposite of what Congress and the Texas Legislature intended.  

It is certainly true that leaving matters like unconscionability to arbitrators will mean

development of the law is “substantially hindered,”  but the same could be said of arbitration in all28

cases.  It is hard to see the allure of a system in which decision-makers can ignore the law, unless

of course one is planning to ignore the law oneself.  Based on its popularity, few arbitrators

apparently go that far.  But even carefully selected judges and jurors make mistakes, and carefully

selected arbitrators are surely no less fallible.  Nevertheless, these are policy matters that only

Congress can address or amend; we cannot disregard the express legislative limits on interlocutory
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review merely by calling it mandamus when we think the questions are important and the issues

well-briefed.

While appeal from arbitration awards is very limited, that appeal is an adequate remedy

unless the benefits of mandamus outweigh the costs.   Considering the costs expended so far, I29

doubt Johnny Luna would consider them outweighed by getting the right to seek reinstatement in

arbitration (which employees rarely request) and punitive damages (which they rarely get).

Accordingly, I agree with the Court that the court of appeals erred in reviewing and reversing the

trial court’s order compelling arbitration.  But I disagree that we have any place reviewing those

matters either.  To that extent, I respectfully dissent.

__________________________________
Scott Brister
Justice
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